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The Wichita Nation – People of the Grass House

WICHITA FALLS ALLIANCE FOR ARTS AND CULTURE ~ 1005 9th St, Wichita Falls, TX 76301 ~ (940) 500-4453

THE WICHITA NATION
AND
THE WICHITA TRIBE
“Our Creator has blessed my life by
allowing me to serve my Wichita
people. I know he will direct my steps
and those of our tribe in the future. I’m
thankful for my family, friends and
mentors and my Wichita people.”
Meet Terri Parton
President of the Wichita and Affiliated Tribes
Anadarko, Oklahoma
www.wichitatribe.com

photo by Edward S. Curtis 1927

Wee-Chi-Tah
by Jack Stevens
500 block of Wichita Street, Wichita Falls TX
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NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE MONTH
November is National American Indian and Alaska
Native Heritage Month. This publication is
designed to encourage children and adults in our
community to get reconnected with the heritage of
our region. The Wichita Nation was one of the
many First Nations that occupied this area of the
American continents. The Wichita Nation has its
own distinctive language and traditions that
evolved over time as Wichita people adapted to the
environmental conditions around them. They
crafted efficient solutions that honored mother
nature and sustained their sense of community
and cooperation.
The Wichita Falls Alliance for Arts and Culture is
pleased to share this publication with you. It
includes ideas, activities and resources that help
teachers, parents and students learn more about
the Wichita Nation. Thanks to our partners at the
Times Record News for publishing this document,
and to all our sponsors and advisors for their
contributions in this effort.
We can only begin to tell the stories, and there is so
much more to learn. So we have included some
resources to help us explore Native American
Heritage. Finally, please visit the official website of
the Wichita and Affiliated Tribes: http://
www.wichitatribe.com/
Margie Johnson Reese
Executive Director
Wichita Falls Alliance for Arts and Culture

This brief timeline illustrates
some of the key events on the way
to that designation.
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At the turn of the 20th
century, people were
advocating for a day to honor
Native Americans.

In 1914, Blackfoot tribe
member, Red Fox James, rode
horseback from state to state
hoping to gain support for a day
of tribute.
The following year, the Boy
Scouts of America were
persuaded by Seneca tribe
member, Dr. Arthur C. Parker, to
designate a day of recognition
for Native Americans.
In 1916, New York became
the first state to observe
American Indian Day. Over the
following 80 years, other states
followed suit.
In 1990, President George H.
W. Bush expanded the
celebration for the entire month
of November as "National
American Indian Heritage
Month."
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WHAT IS THE CORRECT
TERMINOLOGY…
American Indian, Indian,
Native American, or Native?
All of these terms are acceptable. Whenever
possible, Native people prefer to be called by their
specific tribal name. The terms American Indian or
indigenous American are preferred by many
Native people. https://americanindian.si.edu/nk360/
didyouknow.cshtml#topq1

Wichita self-name Kitikiti’sh
Wichita Counting Worksheet

chí'as
wic
taw

taakwic

ikwiic

Wichita is a tone language. Some Wichita syllables are
pronounced with higher pitch than others. In English,
the last syllable of a question is pronounced with high
pitch, so you can hear the difference between sentences
like "You see a man." and "You see a man?" In Wichita
pronunciation, high and low tones are used in nearly
every word.
Wichita Vowels
Character
We Use:

IPA symbol:

kiyátaw

chí'as kíntii'i
iskhiri
‘awáás

Like the o in got. Sometimes, in an unstressed
syllable, it sounds more like the u in gut.

a

a~"

aa

a"

Like the o in got, only held longer.

e

ε~æ

Like the e in bed or the a in sad.

ee

æ"

Like the eah in yeah, held a long time.

i

i~I

Like the ea in heat or the i in hit.

ii

i" ~ e"

o

o~o"

kíyehes
kiyáhwic

Wichita pronunciation:

Like the ea in heat or the a in hate.
Like the o in show.

Wichita Consonants
Character
We Use:
c

IPA symbol:
ts ~ t"

Wichita pronunciation:
Like ch in chair or ts in tsunami.

h

h

Like h in heart.

k

k

Like k in skate.

kw

kw~kw

p

p

r

Like qu in queen. Sometimes it sounds more like a
rounded k sound.
Like p in spill.
Like the r in Spanish pero, somewhat like the tt in
American English butter.

"

s

s

Like s in sing.

t

t

Like t in sty.

w

w

Like w in way.

’
"

A pause sound, like the one in the middle of the
word "uh-oh."
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ART & DESIGN AS CULTURE
Culture in general, reflects shared experiences, values and expressions of people.
Several expressions such music, woven textiles (like blankets), paintings and
architecture are categorized as artistic in contemporary times. However, many
Native American languages don’t have a word for what we consider to be “art”.
Skillfully crafted beadwork, for example, was often created for specific ceremonies,
rituals and religious practices. Many objects and items served dual functions.
Perhaps, they were used for everyday household purposes, and also were used to
celebrate the power of nature.

Breastplate
Chief Esadowa of the Wichita
(photograph by Edward S. Curtis)

The range of useful and ceremonial items also included their homes (the Wichita
grass house), pots, head masks and other sculptured objects. Although Native
American Indian art appears very artistic, each and every object was crafted to have
very specific uses in the Indian daily life.

Textiles
Portrait (Front) of Woman and Mrs Jim, in partial Native dress with Ornaments 1898

Architecture
Interior of a Wichita grass house with beds set at each pole that could be
folded for large gatherings (photograph by Edward S. Curtis)
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Native American Heritage Month
A Guide for Educators
The activities and resources on these pages are
well suited for meeting Knowledge and Skills
learning strands for 4th and 5th grade Social
Studies, Fine Arts, History and Geography.
Celebrating American Heritage Month is an
opportunity to get students thinking about the
diversity of Native American cultures. It’s also an
opportunity to help young people understand
the concept of cultural sensitivity.
We are grateful to the Wichita Nation who
provides insight into the contemporary and
historical life of the Wichita and Associated Tribes
on their website. http://www.wichitatribe.com/
BUILDING CULTURAL AWARENESS AND
SENSITIVITY
As you lead students through the activities in this
publication, use these lessons to help students
understand that each Native group is distinct and
that there is no one “Indian” language or way of
thinking. Each community or tribe is unique.
Emphasize the indigenous cultures of the
Americas are living cultures. They will learn that
Indian children read, play games and listen to
music that reflects their heritage; and that they
enjoy the same entertainment as young people in
every other American community.
We hope you and your students will enjoy the activities
on the following pages.

HERE ARE SOME THINGS YOU WANT TO AVOID:

• Mask and Headdress Making
Headdresses and masks are often worn for
religious purposes by Native people who have
particular abilities, have achieved specific
cultural goals, or possess cultural knowledge.
Masks and headdresses are not for “dress up”
occasions, such as Halloween or birthday
parties.
• Assigning Students “Indian” Names or “Tribes”
Just as students should not impersonate
members of other ethnicities, they should not
learn about Native identity by assuming a
made-up Native name or becoming part of a
fictitious Native group.
• Referring to Native People in the Past Tens
Indigenous people are smaller in population in
the 21st century; however Native communities
are self-governing nations across North
America. In the United States, the ten states
with the largest American Indian populations
are California, Oklahoma, Arizona, Texas, New
York, New Mexico, Washington, North
Carolina, Florida, and Michigan.
• Using Phrases Like “Sit Indian Style,” “Indian
Giver,” or “Have a Powwow.”
• Be Mindful of Misused and Misunderstood
Terms Like “Brave,” “Chief,” or “Squaw.”
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HELP YOUR
STUDENTS
LIGHT UP THE
NIGHT WITH
THEIR VERY
OWN AUTUMN
LEAVES
LANTERN.
FOLLOWS THESE
STEPS TO LEARN
HOW.

STEP ONE: Collect your autumn leaves. Press them inside a thick
book for about a week.
STEP TWO: Tear and cut (2) sheets of wax paper (per lantern) to
the size that you want your lanterns.
STEP THREE: On an ironing board, lay flat one sheet wax side up
- then place leaves face up onto the sheet.
STEP FOUR: Place 2nd sheet, wax side down over the sheet with
the leaves and gently iron on low setting until the sheets have
fused together.
STEP FIVE: Once cooled, even the edges with scissors. Add a
one inch border using construction paper to enhance.
STEP SIX: Using the lid of a pint ice cream container or similar lid,
roll and glue wax paper to firmly fit around the outside of the lid
and glue seam. (The ice cream lid serves as the lantern base.)
STEP SEVEN: Once the glue has dried, add a paper or wire
handle by punching two holes near the top.

Click here to print this page without advertisement

If you have a pop-up blocker, disable it or override it by holding the Ctrl button when you click the above link.

Printing tips:
You might find adjusting the page setup on your computer (changing the margins, header/footer, landscape/portrait orientation) will give you a better printout for some puzzles.

STEP EIGHT: Place an LED tea light inside (safety first) and enjoy
your new creation.

OR, you can go back and change your puzzle settings to change the grid size, font size, or reposition the word list to the right or bottom of the puzzle.

Create a new word search

MAKE YOUR OWN WORKSHEETS ONLINE @ WWW.ATOZTEACHERSTUFF.COM

WORD SEARCH

NAME:_______________________________ DATE:_____________
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ARCHITECTURE

STRUCTURES

To find the words in the list below search up, down,
PLAINS
SOCIETIES
forward, backward, and on the diagonal.
NOMADIC
SACREDCIRCLE
Circle them or cross them out as you find them.

AGRICULTURE
TRADE
ANCESTOR
REDRIVER
ARCHITECTURE
TRADITION
MAIZE
PLAINS
CENTRAL PLAINS
LEGEND
NOMADIC
CEREMONY
CLIMATE
AGRICULTURE
EPIDEMIC
HUNTERS
ANCESTOR
GRASSLAND
MAIZE
STRUCTURES
VEGETATION
LEGEND
SOCIETIES
TRADITION
CLIMATE
SACRED CIRCLE
CENTRALPLAINS
HUNTERS
TRADE
CEREMONY
VEGETATION
RED RIVER
EPIDEMIC
GRASSLAND
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WICHITA DOME

PUBLIC ART
PROJECT

concept by artist Erick Zambrano

THE WICHITA GRASS HOUSE
The Spanish explorer Francisco Vazques de Coronado
came across the Wichita in 1541 in what is now
south-central Kansas. By 1772, the Wichita Nation
were located in what is now Wichita Falls, Texas.
During the American Civil War they returned to
Kansas, and in 1867 they were removed to the
Wichita Indian Reservation in Oklahoma, designated
for the Wichita and Affiliated Tribes. Their estimated
population in 1780 was 3,200; Wichita descendants
numbered more than 1,900 in the early 21st century.

CONTEMPORARY DOME
The Wichita Dome at Nexus Square is
inspired by photographs of the Wichita
Nation grass house in the Clay County Jail
Museum in Henrietta, Texas. The colorful
contemporary design for the dome was
created by local artist Erick Zambrano.

The Wichita traditionally subsisted largely by
farming. Buffalo hunting was also an important part
of their economy. Even though they lived near
several rivers, the Wichita did not eat fish. In the fall
until spring, the Wichita would close up their villages
and migrate west to hunt buffalo.

The sculpture was constructed with the
help of local artists (Audra Lambert,
Project Manager; Ramona Stegal; Alexes
Anguiano; Stephen Taylor; Brea’n
Thompson; Ferdine Le Blanc).

They lived in communal grass-thatched lodges the
shape of domed haystacks. These grass houses were
made of forked cedar poles. The poles, which were
very sturdy, were covered by dried grasses and
lasted for many years. Early explorers described
them as being 15 to 30 feet across. Each house had 10
to 12 beds in it. In the center of the roof was a small
hole to let out the smoke from the fire which was
always placed in the middle of the house floor.

Special thanks to Chip Kouri, Ralph
Stearns, Carlos Alemon, Suguru Hiraide,
Midwestern State University, and the Navy
SeaBees and Airmen from Sheppard Air
Force Base.

photo by Randall Barker

The installation is situated on the median
across the street from the Attebury Grain
Elevator in Wichita Falls.
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IMAGINE YOU ARE LYING INSIDE OF YOUR VERY OWN DOME.
COLOR THIS PAGE TO CREATE YOUR OWN DESIGN.
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VISIT YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY AND
CHECK OUT THESE BOOKS

CHAPTER BOOKS

NONFICTION

A series that describes the history, clothing, food,
social roles, and customs of Native American
tribes throughout the Americas.

The Roar of the Falls : my Journey With Kaya
by Emma Carlson Berne
"What if you suddenly found yourself in Kaya's Nez Perce
homeland in 1764? Your journey back in time can take
whatever twists and turns you choose as you select from a
variety of options in this all-new multiple- ending story"

Life on the Reservations
by Tammy Gagne

Salt: a Story of Friendship in a Time of War
by Helen Frost

Explores the culture, peoples, and issues of
Indian reservations

Twelve-year-olds Anikwa, of the Miami village of Kekionga, and
James, of the trading post outside Fort Wayne, find their
friendship threatened by the rising fear and tension brought by
the War of 1812.

Native Americans Series
by Katie Lajiness

PICTURE BOOKS

BIOGRAPHIES

A Day with Yayah
by Nicola I Campbell

Nez Percé Chief Joseph
by William R. Sanford

In an outing in Nicola Valley, British Columbia, a Native
American family forages for herbs and mushrooms while
the grandmother passes down her language and
knowledge to her young grandchildren.

Read and discover how Chief Joseph led his people, the Nez
Percé, on one of the greatest journeys in American history.

Whispers of the Wolf
by Pauline Ts'o

Paiute Princess : The Story of Sarah Winnemucca
by Deborah Kogan
The life and achievements of the 19th-century Northern Paiute
leader, examine how her aptitude for languages and diplomacy
enabled her to advocate on behalf of her tribe, in a portrait
complemented by hand-drawn maps and archival photographs.

Over 500 years ago in the desert Southwest, a Pueblo
Indian boy and his rescued wolf pup become
inseparable companions
The Crow's Tale
A Lenni Lanape Native American Legend
by Naomi Howarth
During a hard winter, Rainbow Crow sets out to find the
sun and bring warmth to the other animals, but during his
journey he is changed in dramatic ways.

ADDITIONAL READINGS
NONFICTION: Sioux Code Talkers of World War II by Andrea M. Page ~ Full Moon Lore by
Ellen Wahi ~ PICTURE BOOKS: Thunder Boy Jr by Sherman Alexie ~ Hiawatha and the
Peacemaker by Robbie Robertson ~ the Hunter's Promise : an Abenaki Tale by Joseph
Bruchac ~ The Thunder Egg by Tim Myers ~ CHAPTER BOOKS: Spirit Quest : The Legend of
Skyco by Jennifer Frick-Ruppert ~ Makoons by Louise Erdrich ~ In the Footsteps of Crazy
Horse by Joseph Marshall ~ BIOGRAPHIES: Sacagawea: Courageous American Indian
Guide by William R. Sanford ~ Pocahontas: American Indian Princess by Carin T. Ford
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In celebration of Native American Heritage
Month, consider a trip to the Museum of North
Texas History!
We are particularly proud to share our
Wichita Grass House
collection of pottery, tools, arrowheads,
reproductions of dress and weapons of the Native people who lived on this land that
we now know as Texoma. You will learn about the traditions and technologies of Native
people by viewing replicas of other useful objects.
A visit to the Museum of North Texas History provides in-depth information related to
Native people and to the pioneers that came after them to settle in the Wichita Falls
area and our neighboring communities.
Stay as long as you like – but we guarantee that it is nearly impossible to leave the
museum without having gained information or insight that will bring you back again
and again. Our galleries showcase exhibitions about the oil and gas industry, and you
might see your own family legacy in the famous Heritage Hall that displays over 500
hats and items related to our ranching heritage.
The Museum of North Texas History
https://www.museumofnorthtexashistory.org/about.html
720 Indiana
Wichita Falls, Texas
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LEGEND HAS IT…
THE THREE SISTERS GARDEN
The legend of The Three Sisters tells how the
crops: corn, beans, and squash came to be grown
together.

There once was a family of a mother, father and three
sisters. The parents worked hard to provide for the
family, but constantly had to beg the daughters for help.
The three sisters were unique in their own ways and
fought constantly. The eldest was tall and slender with
long, silky, shiny hair. The youngest was small, muscular
and attractive. The middle sister was average in height
and looks, but beautiful in her giving nature. Although
the sisters loved one another, they would disagree on
any little thing and often got distracted from doing any
work.
Their parents tried and tried to get the sisters to help in
the garden and to help with the chores. They would
always fight when working together. When apart, each
would complain about the others. The work wasn’t
getting done and the parents were worried that if this
kept up they wouldn’t make it through another winter.

gentle vines. The plants, of course, were corn, squash,
and beans: the three sisters.
Today gardeners still use this method and reap the
benefits of companion planting (a simple gardening
concept that demonstrates certain plants grow better
when they are planted close to others). The Three
Sisters, when planted together, support each other as all good sisters do - and each contributes
something unique.
The Corn: (the older sister) Offers a strong stalk
to provide support needed by the beans.
The Beans: (the giving sister) Pull nitrogen from
the air and bring it to the soil for the benefit of all
three. As the beans grow through the web of
squash vines and climb their way up the
cornstalks into the sunlight, they hold the sisters
close together.
The Squash: (the protective sister) Uses her large
leaves as a living mulch that shades the soil,
keeping it cool and moist and preventing weeds.
The prickly leaves also keep pests away.

It was planting time. The work had to be done, but as
usual the sisters were too busy fighting. As the sisters
continued to argue in the field, they were transformed
into three plants. The first a long, tall plant with silk
tassel-like hair, the second a broad-leafed plant low to
the ground, and the third a medium-height plant with
story copy courtesy of Project I'M READY:
https://kidsgardening.org/lesson-plans-three-sisters-garden/
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PLANTS USED BY NATIVE PEOPLE OF THE PLAINS
Native people of the plains had a deep knowledge of and relationship with native prairie plants and trees. These plants were used for food,
medicine, ritual, shelter, and tools. They knew the specific properties of each native plant. Among these plants were amaranth, sunflower,
bluestem grass, maize, beans, squash, and Bois d Arc.
Both the seeds and the leaves
were used with the Amaranth
plant. Around two dozen
species grew in Texas. This
plant is rich in vitamins and
nutrients, such as calcium, iron,
folic acid and amino acids
needed for protein synthesis.
Amaranth has been cultivated
as a grain for 8,000 years.

The Sunflower had many
uses. The seeds were ground
into flour for cakes or bread.
The seeds were also eaten
as a snack. This plant
provided a purple dye for
fabric and body paint. Oil was
extracted from the plant for
cooking. It was used
medicinally for ointments and
snake bite. Stalks were used
for building.

Maize, beans, and squash were
referred to as the three sisters. There
were many stories describing the
relationships among these plants.
Each plant con-tributes to this microecosystem, each plant supporting the
others in fundamental ways. These
plants were interdependent. The
maize provided a vertical structure
for the beans. The bean vines
growing up the maize stalks provided
accessible nitrogen for the plants.
The squash plants formed a blanket
covering the ground, holding in
precious moisture. The three sisters
demonstrated a balanced,
harmonious ecosystem in which
every part contributed to the whole.

Grass houses of Plains
Indians were constructed
with cedar poles and
covered with Big Bluestem grass. This was a
tall grass native to the
prairies. It was referred
to as Turkey Foot
because the seed head
resembled the toes of a
turkey.

Bois ‘d Arc was a tree that had an
iron like wood well suited to the
construction of strong bows. The
wood was very strong and flexible.
These trees grew near river beds.
This tree had bright yellow orange
wood with paler sap-wood from
which yellow orange dye could be
extracted.
aihd.ku.edu ~ texasbeyondhistory.net ~ encyclopedia.com ~ texasindians.com ~ en.wikipedia.org ~ wichitatribe.com ~ sunflowernsa.com
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WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Wichita Tribal History Center
http://www.wichitatribe.com/culture/wichita-tribalhistory-center.aspx
Located one mile north of Anadarko, Okla. on U.S. Highway
281
Contact: Gary McAdams
at gary.mcadams@wichitatribe.com
405-247-2425, ext. 169
The Wichita Indians
by Rebecca Brush
http://www.texasindians.com/
National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI)
NMAI has been steadfastly committed to bringing Native
voices to what the museum writes and presents, whether
on-site at one of the three NMAI venues, through the
museum's publications, or via the Internet. The NMAI is
also dedicated to acting as a resource for the hemisphere's
Native communities and to serving the greater public as
an honest and thoughtful conduit to Native cultures—
present and past—in all their richness, depth, and
diversity.
Washington, DC 20560
https://americanindian.si.edu/about

The American Indian Cultural Center and Museum
659 American Indian Boulevard
Oklahoma City, OK 73129
P: (405) 594.2100 F: (405) 594.2199
info@aiccf.org
Rediscover history and see how American Indian values
are expressed through language, arts, dance, music,
literature, crafts and other traditions thriving in Indian
communities throughout Oklahoma today. The Center is
located on the Oklahoma River, east of downtown
Oklahoma City, in the Heart of Indian Country
http://www.theamericanindiancenter.org/the-center
The Bullock Texas State History Museum
1800 Congress Ave.
Austin, TX 78701
(512) 936 - 8746
https://www.thestoryoftexas.com/discover/campfirestories/native-americans
https://www.thestoryoftexas.com/

Red River Valley Museum
4600 College Drive
Vernon, Texas 76384
The Museum’s collection travels through the archaic,
paleo and more familiar native tribes of Indians such as
the Comanche, Wichita and Kiowa and includes artifacts
up to 2 million years old.
http://rrvm.net/exhibits/berry-history-and-science-room/
Clay County 1890 Jail Museum
Clay County Historical Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 483
116 North Graham
Henrietta, Texas, 76365
e-mail: 1890jailmuseum@gmail.com
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TEACHING.

LEARNING.

LEADING.

W I C H I TA FA L L S • V E R N O N

Vernon College
VERNONCOLLEGE.EDU
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COMMUNITIES THRIVE WHEN THE ARTS THRIVE
SUPPORTING ARTISTS AND ARTS LEARNING FOR CHILDREN IN WICHITA FALLS

2018 BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Dr. Terry Patton, President
Professor
Dillard College of Business at
MSU
Paul Clark, Vice President
Schaaf & Clark
Leslie Schaffner,
Treasurer
President
Wichita Falls Area
Community Foundation
Paula Perkins
Educational Specialist
Region 9

Darrell Coleman
Community Relations
Patterson Auto Group
Marcela Trice
SLA Architects
Mary Ferguson
Arts Patron
Sam Pak
Financial Advisor
Ameriprise Financial
Margie Johnson Reese
Executive Director
LOOKING UP: INTERIOR OF CONTEMPORARY DOME
photo by Randall Barker

The Wichita Falls Alliance for Arts and Culture exists to strengthen and distinguish arts and culture in
Wichita Falls; build enduring bonds among diverse communities; position the city as a regional center for
arts activity; and to make the arts more accessible throughout our community.

publication designed by Constance Y. White: SLDcreative
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